
With the OE1 Powerbox and Power Tray, you 
can truly work from anywhere for extended 
periods because you carry the power source 
with you. Each battery powers multiple small 
electronic devices simultaneously and, when 
paired with the Power Tray, powers large 
devices, including monitors.

Benefits
• The Powerbox charges small devices 

anywhere you work. This mobile battery 
has three USB-C ports, one USB-A port, 
and a tracking device holder.

• Large devices in places that don’t 
have easy access to routed power 
stay charged for long periods with the 
Powerbox and Power Tray. The combo is 
designed to fit on OE1 Storage Trolleys.

• Recyclable batteries don't include 
any heavy metals or toxic materials, 
making them less hazardous to the 
environment and easier to handle 
during the recycling process.

Warranty 
5-year 
Please visit hermanmiller.com/
warranty-terms for details.

hermanmiller.com/oe1-powerbox-and-
power-tray

OE1 Powerbox and Power Tray
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Statement of Line

See how the OE1 Powerbox and Power Tray meets your environmental goals. 

View design solutions.

Sustainability

Planning Ideas

1. USB-C Ports (3)  
Includes three USB-C ports for charging large electronic 
devices such as laptops and small electronic devices 
such as smartphones and tablets.

2. USB-A Port (1) 
Includes one USB-A port for charging small electronic 
devices such as smartphones and tablets.

3. Handle 
Easily identifiable and ergonomically designed, this 
handle makes it simple to pick up the OE1 Powerbox.

4. Power Level Indicator 
The Powerbox has a simple interface with four lights that 
indicate the charge level.

5. Tracking Device Holder 
A tracking device holder attaches to the bottom of the 
OE1 Powerbox. This helps organizations keep track of the 
Powerbox while they’re deployed.

6. Power Large Electronics 
When used together, the Power Tray with Powerbox 
batteries can power larger electronic devices including 
monitors and projectors.
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OE1 Powerbox and Power Tray

For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.
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https://millerknoll.ecomedes.com/products/hermanmiller/OE1PB
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